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Cheltenham Borough Council 

Cabinet – 11th July 2023 / Council – 24th July 

Disposal of Municipal Offices  

 

Accountable member: 

Councillor Peter Jeffries, Cabinet Member Finance & Assets 

Accountable officer: 

Paul Jones, Executive Director Finance, Assets and Regeneration 

Accountable scrutiny committee: 

Overview and Scrutiny Committee  

Ward(s) affected: 

n/a 

 

Key/Significant Decision: 

Yes 

Executive summary:  

The Municipal Offices (MO) is an iconic building which plays a prominent role in shaping Cheltenham’s 
town centre identity. As the long-standing home of Cheltenham Borough Council (CBC), it has a direct 
influence on a number of the Council’s strategic objectives, from creating a collaborative working 
environment that attracts and retains top talent through to maintaining an efficient cost base. 
 
In a report to Full Council in April 2015, it was acknowledged that remaining in the Municipal Offices was 
not a viable option for the future. Since that date, the Council has purchased a number of investment 
properties that could meet the operational requirements of its workforce in a reduced office ‘footprint’. 
 
The CBC organisation and the shape of its workforce have changed significantly over the years, leaving 
the asset underutilised. Occupancy studies have established that the number of CBC employees that the 
building needs to accommodate is considerably less than at certain times in the past. The CBC operating 
model and accelerated adoption of hybrid working in a post pandemic world is not optimised by the 
condition and internal layout of the building. This has presented a timely opportunity to reflect on what 
the long-term purpose and uses of the MO building are so that it continues to play an active role in 
shaping a vibrant future for the town centre, while enabling CBC to remain financially sustainable. 
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Recommendations: 

Cabinet recommends to Council 

1. To dispose the Municipal Offices on the open market, in line with our agreed Asset 

Management Strategy, as the Municipal Offices are now surplus to our operational 

requirements;  

2. Commission a development brief for the Municipal Offices which will take a creative and 

conservation-led approach to the reuse, adaptation and extension of the listed building, its 

setting and the setting of neighbouring listed buildings and the conservation area; 

3. On completion of the development brief, invite bids for development proposals for the 

Municipal Offices; and 

4. Request that the Cabinet Member for Finance and Assets bring back proposals to Full 

Council for a final decision on its future use and disposal.  

 

1. Implications 

1.1. Financial implications 

A full financial analysis comparing the forecast net present value of each option has been 

undertaken by the finance team and is contained at Appendix 2. Following scrutiny by the 

Executive Leadership Team (ELT), there is a good level of confidence in the cash flow model being 

used to inform the debate. 

The financial model which forecasts the best return for CBC (by both net present value and 

payback) is the “sell and move” option and therefore the recommendation from a purely financial 

standpoint is to begin to explore opportunities for alternative uses for the MO. This 

recommendation has been cemented by the on-going pressure on the council’s operational cash 

flow and the need to “right-size” our infrastructure.  

Signed off by: Andrew Taylor, Principal Commercial Accountant, 

andrew.taylor@cheltenham.gov.uk 

1.2. Legal implications 

The recommendations to explore possibilities for the disposal of the MO within the property market 

do not, at this stage, introduce any legal commitment upon CBC.  

Officers will engage with One Legal when looking to implement the recommendations detailed in 

this report. 

Signed off by: Hayley Sims, Head of Law (Commercial and Property), 

legalservices@onelegal.org.uk ] 

1.3. HR implications 

There is no immediate direct impact on staff since it would take at least 2-3 years to commence 

any redevelopment taking into account the process for decision making, planning and determining 

the best approach in respect of tenure. However continued engagement with staff as to what is 

happening with their current base is recommended as this will help to ensure a smooth transition in  
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the future. Once decisions have been made the appropriate HR support will be provided according 

to any potential impact on staff. 

Signed off by: Julie McCarthy, HR Consultant, julie.mccarthy@cheltenham.gov.uk  

1.4. Environmental and climate change implications   

Currently the MO DEC (display energy certification - a statutory obligation for public authority 

buildings) rating is C (69/200), compared to most new buildings that aim to achieve an A rating (0-

25/200) as a minimum. CBC has an ambition to achieve net zero carbon emissions by 2030, and 

has committed to using 100% renewable electricity across council owned assets by 2027. 

Reaching these targets would result in a DEC rating of A+ (0/200).  The recommendation presents 

an opportunity to explore the most viable approach for CBC to deliver positive climate change 

initiatives and reach our net zero targets. 

Signed off by: Laura Tapping, Climate Emergency Programme Officer, 

laura.tapping@cheltenham.gov.uk  

1.5. Property/asset implications 

The recommendation aligns with our ambition to be one of the leading Local Authorities for 

development, investment and asset management taking a proactive approach to driving the best 

from the resources available and in doing so contributing to our place based outcomes, as 

captured in the Asset Management Strategy in Appendix 3. 

In order that we can lead the economic recovery of our town, we will continue to use our assets for 

the benefit of our residents, businesses, staff and communities, stimulating a positive environment 

for inward investment in our place and people.  

Signed off by: Gemma Bell, Head of Property, gemma.bell@cheltenham.gov.uk  

1.6. Corporate policy framework implications 

The Asset Management Strategy forms part of a suite of documents that comprise the Councils 

investment and expenditure strategies, and governance and decision making arrangements. The 

recommendation aligns with corporate plan priorities to assess opportunities towards carbon net 

zero by 2030 and place shaping through revitalisation opportunities in the town centre. 

Signed off by: Ann Wolstencroft, Head of Performance, Projects & Risk, 

ann.wolstencroft@cheltenham.gov.uk 

 

2. Promoting equality and reducing discrimination 

The recommendations, if agreed, do not yet have an impact on the way council services are 

delivered to customers, local residents or staff.  

As noted in s6.4, the Municipal Offices are not fully DDA compliant so there is an opportunity for the 

council’s future office accommodation to be more inclusive. The options that are developed for future 

CBC office accommodation will be tested for equality and access impacts.  
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3. Performance management – monitoring and review 

n/a 

 

4. Background 

4.1. The construction of the row of terraced houses on the west side of the Promenade was 

developed between 1823 and 1840. As is still the case today, the design involved a 

symmetrical main frontage with 63 bays facing onto the Promenade; the central section of 

three bays, which slightly projected forward, featured a window flanked by two doorways on 

the ground floor. 

4.2. Cheltenham Borough Council acquired its first 4 properties in 1913 for a total sum of £4,600. A 

further 9 properties were purchased between 1920 and 1958, and collectively these 13 

properties are now commonly referred to as the Municipal Offices. 

4.3. Whilst these iconic buildings have served their purpose as Cheltenham Borough Council’s 

head office for more than a century, Cheltenham Borough Council (CBC) has had a long term 

aspiration ‘to relocate to modern, more flexible office accommodation which meets both 

existing and future needs, improves customer experience and provides better value for 

money for the tax payers of Cheltenham’. 

4.4. At a meeting of Full Council in April 2015, Council acknowledged that remaining in the 

Municipal Offices was not a viable long-term option, and authorised officers to investigate 

options for the future of the Municipal Offices, including the process for securing a partner to 

enter into a joint venture for the redevelopment of the Municipal Offices. 

4.5. Members will recall that at that same meeting, Council approved the acquisition of Delta Place 

which was earmarked as the potential location for the Council to base its head office along 

with a number of other public sector partners in 2023. Given the change in shape of its 

workforce, and that of its partners, alongside the accelerated adoption of hybrid working in a 

post pandemic world, this is no longer deemed a viable option. 

4.6. This has presented a timely opportunity to reflect on what the long-term purpose and uses of 

the MO building are so that it continues to play an active role in shaping a vibrant future for the 

town centre, while enabling CBC to remain financially sustainable. Given the Council’s 

ambitious Corporate Plan, the Council does not have the in-house capacity to explore a joint 

venture opportunity for redevelopment and therefore is recommending an outright disposal – 

this will ultimately provide a generous capital receipt to finance a number of our corporate 

priorities as well as driving economic growth and recovery for the Town. 

5. The Cabinet’s Vision Statement 

5.1. The Municipal Offices is a beautiful building and it has been the home of Cheltenham Borough 

Council for many years.  We value this building and love what it brings to our town, but it is no 

longer appropriate for the needs of a modern local authority.  That is why we are looking at 

alternative options to secure its future.  Our ambition is to preserve 47-83 The Promenade, 

known as the Municipal Officers, in all its glory.  But this will not be a project that seeks merely 

to preserve a beautiful building, it seeks to also add new beauty and function. 
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5.2. In honouring the building and safeguarding it for the future, the Cabinet is committed to 

respecting the heritage of its setting, while taking every opportunity offered by modern 

architecture, technology and new building materials.  This will allow a development that 

augments and improves its surroundings and creates new space for future use, leaving an 

appropriate legacy. 

5.3. The stunning 19th century façade has been described as ‘equal to any terrace in Europe’ and 

the council agrees.  It will be protected as a key heritage asset.  The rear of the building, 

however, does not mirror the grandeur of the frontage.  This creates an opportunity to improve 

the sense of place, albeit within a constricted footprint.  To the rear, we would want to see an 

equally stunning but unique example of 21st century architecture.  Innovative and free-

thinking, while remaining within the local vernacular, it will provide a modern counterpoint to 

the graceful Regency sweep of Royal Crescent.  Sensitive and sustainable for both old and 

new, it will challenge the boundaries of engineering and available technologies. 

5.4. The building has a long civic history.  Therefore, part of it will remain in perpetuity an address 

for Civic use on major occasions, such as Remembrance Day.  Such dates are specifically 

linked to that location because of the War Memorial. This will require careful and sensitive 

consideration. 

5.5. The Long Garden, incorporating the War Memorial, will be respected by the development.  

Indeed, there are opportunities for improvement in the vehicle-dominated street scene, to 

sensitively and sustainably maintain this area as a beautiful setting for the building, whatever 

its ownership and use. 

5.6. There are manifold opportunities in development to improve the appearance, function, 

accessibility, and performance of this iconic building.  As a Regency era structure, fuel 

efficiency and environmental performance is poor.  While any future project would inevitably 

make improvements, we will aim high.  The result will be a development which would be 

recognisably Cheltonian in style, but functionally modern.  This is a development that will 

capture the imagination and hearts of so many for the future, as it already has done for almost 

200 years.  When it is complete, it will be a building that draws the attention of more people 

than ever far beyond the boundaries of our town.  Cheltenham demands nothing less. 

6. Rationale for review 

6.1. Our Corporate Plan sets out five clear Corporate Priorities:  

 Enhance Cheltenham as the Cyber Capital of the UK  

 Work with others to help make Cheltenham net zero by 2030 

 Increase the number of affordable homes in Cheltenham through our £180m housing 

investment plan 

 Ensuring residents, communities and businesses benefit from our future growth 

 Being a more modern, efficient and financially stable council 

6.2. The Asset Management Strategy, approved by Full Council in February 2022 and aligned to 

delivering our corporate priorities, took a refreshed approach to future asset management  
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decisions and the management of our portfolio which balances social value, sustainability, 

regeneration, commercial and housing needs at a strategic level to ensure a positive direction 

of travel to economic recovery continues.  

6.3. The Council’s assets and the way in which they are managed have the potential to both 

contribute to and detract from elements of these ambitions. The purpose of the Asset 

Management Strategy is to:  

 set out the approach we will take to review the strategic purpose of our asset portfolio 

and ensure we are allocating available resources to land and property which best help 

support our Corporate Plan and the wider vision and ambition for Cheltenham;  

 establish a framework to monitor the continuous performance of our asset portfolio 

against our priorities, test whether it remains fit for purpose and better plan for a future 

that looks through a broader sustainable lens; and  

 outline the governance arrangements on which asset rationalisation, development, 

investment and construction decisions can be consistently based 

6.4. The following issues prompted the need for a review of the MO options appraisal; 

a) Projected costs of long term maintenance backlog to CBC is £7.6m, informed by Evans 

Jones Partnership commissioned in February 2021 to provide a condition survey of the 

building; this generated a profiled costing schedule that has been incorporated into the 

options modelling. 

b) Accelerated adoption of flexible working arrangements in light of the covid pandemic means 

that CBC no longer need the existing space within the MO. Whilst CBCs overall occupation 

of the MO has significantly consolidated, the cellular footprint is a limitation to collaborative 

working. 

c) The carbon footprint of the MO is excessive, costly to address and potentially compromises 

CBCs climate aspirations of achieving net zero by 2030. 

d) The building is not DDA compliant therefore adaptions are required for stakeholders with 

access and mobility requirements. 

e) Commercial letting prospects are poor. Demand for permanent cellular office space has 

reduced, evidenced by vacant space at 53-57 Rodney Road and other similar offices 

across the town. Any potential rental income is likely to be significantly less than current 

occupancy costs, and is limited by the condition of the rooms, poor facilities and restricted 

opening hours. The MO cannot compete with new spaces becoming available e.g. The 

Quadrangle, Honeybourne Place, and West Cheltenham .   

f) Pre-pandemic property values for existing use range from £3.85m to £4.2m, and in excess 

of £9m for residential development as considered to be highest and best use (based on the 

existing foot-print of the building). Post-pandemic values need to be obtained in order to 

assess the impact of a potential capital receipt towards the Medium term Financial 

Strategy.   

6.5. A leading property consultant was commissioned in July 2019 to conduct an independent,  
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impartial strategic opportunities assessment of the Municipal Offices. Their brief was to 

explore the redevelopment of the building for alternative uses compared to retaining and 

investing in the building. Their emerging ‘best’ option is to redevelop the MO (residential led 

with commercial ground floor) and relocate to another building owned by CBC e.g. 

Ellenborough House. Any further progression of the findings were dependent upon completion 

of the operating model and workplace strategy, which in turn were delayed by the pandemic. 

6.6. The analysis was reviewed by the CBC in-house Finance team and the emerging conclusions 

at Appendix 2 were shared with the Cabinet and the Overview and Scrutiny Committee. These 

have helped to inform the recommendations put forward today.  

6.7. CBC commissioned a Historic Assessment of the MO in September 2010 in order to have a 

full understanding of the heritage asset in any development proposals to be invited from 

interested developers. It is critical that this assessment is captured within the development 

brief to ensure the ‘market’ is fully informed on any limitations on the buildings future use. 

6.8. In making the recommendation for disposal of the Municipal Offices, the following 

considerations have been assessed in the alignment of the asset purpose against our 

Corporate Priorities.  

 facilitates economic growth and recovery;  

 helps to meet our housing needs, including contributing to our housing strategy;  

 creates commercial space that supports our key employment sectors;  

 stimulates a positive climate for inward investment into Cheltenham;  

 improves and drives quality and innovation of our public realm; and  

 delivers on our climate and environmental commitments and approach to social value 

outcome 

7. Development brief and ‘meanwhile’ use 

7.1. A development brief for the Municipal Offices will take a creative and conservation-led 

approach to the reuse, adaptation and extension of the listed building, its setting and the 

setting of neighbouring listed buildings and the conservation area.  

7.2. This will be best achieved by understanding and respecting the significance of the affected 

heritage assets. Particular regard will be given to the buildings significance as a grade II* listed 

former Regency townhouses and its later use as the Municipal Offices. New development 

could include, but not limited to, a number and mix of uses including residential townhouses, 

apartments, offices, retail (particularly to the lower ground floor) and hotel uses.  

7.3. The development brief will need to take advantage of the opportunity to create an active and 

creative new frontage that engages with the public open space and Royal Crescent located on 

Royal Well Road.  Any reuse, adaptation and extension should be informed by a thorough 

understanding of the significance of the site and its context, the impact of the interventions 

proposed be justified in heritage terms and be informed and supported by the relevant 

heritage legislation and policy. 
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7.4. It is anticipated that any disposal would take at least 2-3 years to commence any 

redevelopment taking into account the process for decision making, planning and determining 

the best approach in respect of tenure.  

7.5. With this in mind, Officers will be working alongside our development partners, HBDXF, to 

offer short-term lettings within the Municipal Offices, with favourable break-clauses, to any 

prospective tenants for the Golden Valley Development who wish to have a presence in 

Cheltenham ahead of the construction of the National Cyber Innovation Centre and 

neighbouring office buildings.  

8. Reasons for recommendations 

8.1. To gain an up to date understanding of the potential opportunities for the MO to support 

placing shaping and economic development within the town centre. 

8.2. To determine the current property value of the MO and therefore assess the impact of any 

such capital receipt contribution to the MTFS. 

9. Alternative options considered 

9.1. After careful consideration, two options have been discounted on the grounds of viability; the 

first being ‘do nothing’ and the other being a full refurbishment to adapt, modernise and 

achieve a carbon neutral footprint. These are captured in the CBC financial analysis at 

Appendix 2. 

10. Consultation and feedback 

10.1. A meeting with Heritage England took place in May 2023. Their representatives are keen to be 

involved in the formulation of the development brief as a prominent stakeholder. 

10.2. Overview and Scrutiny Committee were briefed in a confidential session at their meeting on 3rd 

July 2023 on the pathway to how the recommendations put forward in this report were 

established. 

10.3. An engagement workshop with a cross section of stakeholders was held in the MO in January 

2023. Stakeholders included the Cheltenham Civic Society, Cheltenham Local History Society, 

Architects Panel members, Cheltenham Chamber of Commerce, Cheltenham BID and 

representatives from youth groups including a number of our own apprentices. 

10.4. Feedback captured included the following: 

 Retain the façade and build an energy-efficient scheme behind. This should be an 

opportunity to build a decent Royal Well frontage, which is a high priority. 

 The cleared site (retaining the façade) could be rebuilt in an organised way, retaining 

the option to change the use of parts of it as needed over time. (Cohesive development 

dividing the present interior would be a very complicated and expensive option). 

 Residential use would transform that side of the Promenade at night, bringing it alive,  
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rather than the present ‘dead black windows’. 

 It would be good to see something that took advantage of the roadway, and possibly 

some of the gardens, in front of the buildings, e.g. create a large piazza; vehicular 

access to the buildings should then only be from the rear (and tie in with changes to 

make rear of building visually acceptable.) 

 The Engagement Workshop discussion summary states ‘the property … distorts the 

promenade to what has become a one-sided retail offering’. The Promenade originally 

begun as a residential street, and since the 1820s that area has always been a ‘one-

sided retail offering’. The general feeling is that it should largely remain so, perhaps 

with some limited, sensitive commercial use of some of the Municipal Offices premises. 

The site is viewed as an oasis of calm amongst the bustling retail. 

 This is a once in a generation opportunity to do something special for Cheltenham that 

place-shapes around an iconic building. Please give some direction to the market via a 

development brief as we only have one opportunity to get this right 

11. Key risks 

11.1. If the Municipal Offices remain in CBC ownership then the long term maintenance 

requirements for the building will draw money away from the provision of essential services to 

CBC residents and inhibit the ability for us to deliver our corporate plan objectives. 

11.2. If the Municipal Offices remain in CBC ownership then the poor carbon footprint of the building 

will mean we will not achieve our goal of making Cheltenham Borough Council net zero by 

2030.  

11.3. If CBC continue to use the Municipal building as an office then we will never be a diverse 

workforce as the building is unable to provide us with an accessible and mobility friendly work 

environment. 

11.4. If CBC do not downsize to a smaller office then it will continue to have empty spaces that 

require heating, maintenance and reduce collaboration opportunities. 

11.5. If CBC do not get the disposal brief correct then the building may be developed in a way that is 

detrimental to its central position in the town. 

 

Report authors: 

Paul Jones, Executive Director, Finance, Assets and Regeneration, paul.jones@cheltenham.gov.uk   

Simon Hodges, Principal Estates Surveyor, simon.hodges@cheltenham.gov.uk  

Appendices: 

1. Risk Assessment 

2. CBC financial analysis 
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3. Asset Management Strategy – 

https://democracy.cheltenham.gov.uk/documents/s39437/2022_02_21_COU_Asset_Manage

ment_Strategy_appendix.pdf 

 

Background papers 

https://democracy.cheltenham.gov.uk/documents/s15295/2015_04_%2014_CAB_Accommodation_Strat

egy_report.pdf  
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Appendix 1: Risk Assessment  

Risk ref Risk description Risk owner Impact 

score 

(1-5) 

Likelihood 

score  

(1-5) 

Initial raw 

risk score  

(1 - 25) 

Risk 

response 

Controls / Mitigating 

actions 

Control / 

Action owner 

Deadline for 

controls/ 

actions 

1 

 

If the Municipal Offices 

remain in CBC ownership 

then the long term 

maintenance 

requirements for the 

building will draw money 

away from the provision of 

essential services to CBC 

residents and inhibit the 

ability for us to deliver our 

corporate plan objectives. 

 

Paul Jones 

 

4 

 

4 

 

16 

 

Reduce 

 

Asset Management Strategy Gemma Bell In place 

2 

 

If the Municipal Offices 
remain in CBC ownership 
then the poor carbon 
footprint of the building 
will mean we will not 
achieve our goal of 
making Cheltenham 
Borough Council net zero 
by 2030. 

Paul Jones 

 

4 

 

4 

 

16 

 

Reduce 

 

 

Climate Pathway Darren Knight In place 

3 

 

If CBC continue to use the 

Municipal building as an 

office then we will never 

be a diverse workforce as 

the building is unable to 

provide us with an 

accessible and mobility 

friendly work environment. 

Gareth 

Edmundson 

 

4 

 

3 

 

12 

 

Reduce 

 

 

1.Updated Equality Policy 

 

 

2.Equality Impact 

Assessment 

Ann 

Wolstencroft 

 

Claire Hughes 

31/8/23 

 

 

31/8/23 

4 

 

If CBC do not downsize to 

a smaller office then it will 

continue to have empty 

Gemma 

Bell 

 

3 

 

3 

 

9 

 

Reduce 

 

 

1. Asset management 

strategy 

 

Gemma Bell 

 

 

In place 
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Risk ref Risk description Risk owner Impact 

score 

(1-5) 

Likelihood 

score  

(1-5) 

Initial raw 

risk score  

(1 - 25) 

Risk 

response 

Controls / Mitigating 

actions 

Control / 

Action owner 

Deadline for 

controls/ 

actions 

spaces that require 

heating, maintenance and 

reduce collaboration 

opportunities. 

 

2.Energy Policy Gemma Bell In place 

5 

 

If CBC do not get the 

disposal brief correct, 

then the building may be 

developed in a way that is 

detrimental to its central 

position in the town. 

Paul Jones 

 

4 

 

4 

 

16 

 

Reduce 

 

 

Employ relevant expert to 

produce brief 

Paul Jones 31/12/23 
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Discount Factor 3.50%

Inflation rate 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

PERIOD (Years) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11-15 16-20

INCOME

EXISTING STREAMS Sq. Ft. Rate
2F North 96,000
Publica Rent 51,369 41,095 32,876 26,301 26,827 27,364 27,911 28,469 29,038 29,619 30,212 160,367 177,058
CBH 25,944 26,463 26,992 27,532 28,083 28,644 29,217 29,802 30,398 31,005 31,626 167,872 185,345
Police (Old Tourist Office) 10,000 10,200 10,404 10,612 10,824 11,041 11,262 11,487 11,717 11,951 12,190 64,706 71,440
Folk to Folk 2,490 2,540 2,591 2,642 2,695 2,749 2,804 2,860 2,917 2,976 3,035 16,112 17,789
TOTAL EXISTING INCOME 185,803 80,298 72,863 67,088 68,429 69,798 71,194 72,618 74,070 75,551 77,062 409,057 451,632

TOTAL INCOME 185,803 80,298 72,863 67,088 68,429 69,798 71,194 72,618 74,070 75,551 77,062 409,057 451,632

COSTS

RUNNING COSTS
Maintenance 227,000 231,540 236,171 240,894 245,712 250,626 255,639 260,752 265,967 271,286 276,712 1,468,819 1,621,695
Business Rates 105,800 107,916 110,074 112,276 114,521 116,812 119,148 121,531 123,962 126,441 128,970 684,586 755,839
Insurance 10,200 10,404 10,612 10,824 11,041 11,262 11,487 11,717 11,951 12,190 12,434 66,000 72,869
Utilities 76,600 78,132 79,695 81,289 82,914 84,573 86,264 87,989 89,749 91,544 93,375 495,646 547,233

TOTAL COSTS 419,600 427,992 436,552 445,283 454,189 463,272 472,538 481,989 491,628 501,461 511,490 2,715,051 2,997,636

NET PRESENT VALUE

NET CASHFLOW -233,797 -347,694 -363,689 -378,195 -385,759 -393,474 -401,344 -409,371 -417,558 -425,909 -434,428 -2,305,994 -2,546,004
Discount Factor 1.000                       0.966             0.934             0.902             0.871             0.842             0.814             0.786             0.759             0.734             0.709             

DISCOUNTED CASHFLOW -233,797 -335,936 -339,507 -341,111 -336,167 -331,295 -326,494 -321,762 -317,099 -312,503 -307,974 -1,474,198 -1,370,424

NPV (20 Yr) -6,348,266

CURRENT STATE
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Discount Factor 3.50%

Inflation rate 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

PERIOD (Years) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11-15 16-20

INCOME

EXISTING STREAMS Sq. Ft. Rate
2F North 96,000
Publica Rent paid 51,369 41,095 32,876 26,301 26,827 27,364 27,911 28,469 29,038 29,619 30,212 160,367 177,058
CBH 25,944 26,463 26,992 27,532 28,083 28,644 29,217 29,802 30,398 31,005 31,626 167,872 185,345
Police (Old Tourist Office) 10,000 10,200 10,404 10,612 10,824 11,041 11,262 11,487 11,717 11,951 12,190 64,706 71,440
Folk to Folk 2,490 2,540 2,591 2,642 2,695 2,749 2,804 2,860 2,917 2,976 3,035 16,112 17,789
TOTAL EXISTING INCOME 185,803 80,298 72,863 67,088 68,429 69,798 71,194 72,618 74,070 75,551 77,062 409,057 451,632
  
NEW STREAMS
First Floor 7,924 £24.00 190,176 193,980 197,859 201,816 205,853 209,970 214,169 218,452 222,821 227,278 1,206,419 1,331,984
Second Floor 6,780 £24.00  192,437 196,286 200,212 204,216 208,300 212,466 216,716 221,050 225,471 1,196,827 1,321,394
Third Floor 7,987 £24.00   199,432 203,421 207,489 211,639 215,872 220,189 224,593 229,085 1,216,010 1,342,574
Void Allowance  10.0% (19,018) (38,642) (59,358) (60,545) (61,756) (62,991) (64,251) (65,536) (66,846) (68,183) (361,926) (399,595)
TOTAL NEW INCOME 0 171,158 347,775 534,220 544,904 555,802 566,918 578,256 589,822 601,618 613,650 3,257,331 3,596,356

TOTAL INCOME 185,803 251,456 420,638 601,307 613,333 625,600 638,112 650,874 663,892 677,169 690,713 3,666,387 4,047,988

COSTS

CAPEX
Condition Budget Assessment per Evans Jones 704,030 764,445 826,229 1,414,897 1,103,626 237,032    237,032    237,032    237,032    237,032    160,937    804,684    643,747   
Fire Exits/Building remodelling 500,000

RUNNING COSTS
Business Rates 55,102 56,204 57,329 58,475 59,645 60,838 62,054 63,295 64,561 65,853 67,170 356,544 393,654   
Insurance 10,200 10,404 10,612 10,824 11,041 11,262 11,487 11,717 11,951 12,190 12,434 66,000 72,869      
Utilities 76,600 78,132 79,695 81,289 82,914 84,573 86,264 87,989 89,749 91,544 93,375 495,646 547,233   
Interest on Borrowing 210,770 203,591 196,123 188,352 180,268 171,857 163,106 154,002 144,530 134,676 511,046 197,611   

TOTAL COSTS 1,345,932 1,119,956 1,177,455 1,761,607 1,445,578 573,972 568,695 563,140 557,296 551,149 468,591 2,233,919 1,855,114

NET PRESENT VALUE

NET CASHFLOW -1,160,129 -868,499 -756,817 -1,160,300 -832,245 51,628 69,417 87,734 106,596 126,020 222,122 1,432,468 2,192,874
Discount Factor 1.000                     0.966             0.934             0.902             0.871             0.842             0.814             0.786             0.759             0.734             0.709             

DISCOUNTED CASHFLOW -1,160,129 -839,130 -706,497 -1,046,524 -725,253 43,469 56,471 68,958 80,950 92,465 157,467 912,123 1,171,308

NPV (20 Yr) -1,894,322

OPTION 1: LIGHT REFURB
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Discount Factor 3.50%

Inflation rate 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

PERIOD (Years) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11-15 16-20

INCOME
Closed 50% Closed

EXISTING STREAMS Sq. Ft. Rate   
2F North 96,000            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -                -             
Publica Rent paid 51,369            -            16,438 26,301 26,827 27,364 27,911 28,469 29,038 29,619 30,212 160,367 177,058
CBH 25,944            -            13,496 27,532 28,083 28,644 29,217 29,802 30,398 31,005 31,626 167,872 185,345
Police (Old Tourist Office) 10,000            -            5,202 10,612 10,824 11,041 11,262 11,487 11,717 11,951 12,190 64,706 71,440
Folk to Folk 2,490               -            1,295 2,642 2,695 2,749 2,804 2,860 2,917 2,976 3,035 16,112 17,789
TOTAL EXISTING INCOME 185,803 -            36,432 67,088 68,429 69,798 71,194 72,618 74,070 75,551 77,062 409,057 451,632
  

NEW STREAMS
First Floor 7,924 £35.00 -            138,670 282,887 288,545 294,315 300,202 306,206 312,330 318,576 324,948 1,724,863 1,904,389
Second Floor 6,780 £35.00 -            118,650 280,638 286,250 291,975 297,815 303,771 309,847 316,044 322,365 1,711,150 1,889,248  
Third Floor 7,987 £35.00 -            139,773 285,136 290,839 296,655 302,588 308,640 314,813 321,109 327,532 1,738,577 1,919,529
Void Allowance  10.0% -            (39,709) (84,866) (86,563) (88,295) (90,061) (91,862) (93,699) (95,573) (97,484) (517,459) (571,317)
TOTAL NEW INCOME -                   -            357,383 763,794 779,070 794,652 810,545 826,756 843,291 860,157 877,360 4,657,131 5,141,849

TOTAL INCOME 185,803 -            393,815 830,882 847,500 864,450 881,738 899,373 917,361 935,708 954,422 5,066,188 5,593,481

COSTS

CAPEX   
Full  Refurb 9,430,500 -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -                -            
Listed Status uplift @ 40% 3,772,200 -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -                -            
FF&E @ 8% 1,056,216 -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -                -            
Carbon Neutrality @10% 1,320,270 -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -                -            
Fees on the above @12% 1,869,502 -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -                -            
Contingency @ 5% 872,434 -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -                -            
Project Risk @12% 2,198,535 -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -                -            

-                -            
  

RUNNING COSTS   
Maintenance -            56,500 115,260 117,565 119,917 122,315 124,761 127,256 129,801 132,398 702,782 775,928
Business Rates 105,800 -            29,480 60,139 61,342 62,568 63,820 65,096 66,398 67,726 69,081 366,688 404,853
Insurance 10,200 10,404 10,612 10,824 11,041 11,262 11,487 11,717 11,951 12,190 12,434 66,000 72,869
Utilities 68,940 35,159 53,794 73,160 74,623 76,115 77,638 79,190 80,774 82,390 84,037 446,081 492,510
Interest on Borrowing 813,992 786,268 757,424 727,415 696,194 663,711 629,916 594,756 558,175 520,116 1,973,657 763,175

TOTAL COSTS 20,704,597 859,555 936,654 1,016,807 991,986 966,056 938,970 910,680 881,135 850,282 818,065 3,555,208 2,509,335

NET PRESENT VALUE

NET CASHFLOW -20,518,794 -859,555 -542,839 -185,925 -144,486 -101,606 -57,232 -11,307 36,225 85,426 136,357 1,510,980 3,084,146
Discount Factor 1.000                    0.966            0.934            0.902            0.871            0.842            0.814            0.786            0.759            0.734            0.709            

DISCOUNTED CASHFLOW -20,518,794 -830,488 -506,746 -167,694 -125,911 -85,550 -46,558 -8,887 27,510 62,680 96,666 954,608 1,649,648

NPV (20-Yr) -19,499,518

OPTION 2: FULL REFURB
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Discount Factor 3.50%

Inflation rate 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

PERIOD (Years) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11-15 16-20

INCOME

CAPITAL RECEIPT 9,400,000 -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -              

EXISTING STREAMS
Publica Rent paid 51,369 41,095 32,876 26,301 26,827 27,364 27,911 28,469 29,038 29,619 30,212 160,367    177,058     
TOTAL EXISTING INCOME 51,369 41,095 32,876 26,301 26,827 27,364 27,911 28,469 29,038 29,619 30,212 160,367 177,058

NEW STREAMS
Interest on Net Capital Receipt (4%/3%/2%) 320,000 320,000 240,000 240,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 800,000 800,000
  
TOTAL INCOME 9,451,369 361,095 352,876 266,301 266,827 187,364 187,911 188,469 189,038 189,619 190,212 960,367 977,058

COSTS

CAPEX   
Fit out cost new offices 863,674 -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -              
Relocation 36,326 -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -              
Creation of Civic function/CS Budget 500,000 -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -              

  
  

RUNNING COSTS   
Annual Maintenance (Service Charge) 37,298 38,044 38,805 39,581 40,373 41,180 42,004 42,844 43,701 44,575 45,466 241,340    266,459     
Rates 62,164 63,407 64,675 65,969 67,288 68,634 70,006 71,406 72,835 74,291 75,777 402,234    444,099      
Insurance 1,700 1,734 1,769 1,804 1,840 1,877 1,914 1,953 1,992 2,032 2,072 11,000      12,145        
Utilities 13,788 14,064 14,345 14,632 14,925 15,223 15,528 15,838 16,155 16,478 16,807 89,216      98,502        
Loss of 3rd party income (opportunity costs)134,434 39,203 39,987 40,786 41,602 42,434 43,283 44,149 45,032 45,932 46,851 248,690    274,574     

TOTAL COSTS 1,649,384 156,451 159,580 162,772 166,028 169,348 172,735 176,190 179,714 183,308 186,974 992,481 1,095,779

NET PRESENT VALUE

NET CASHFLOW 7,801,985 204,644 193,296 103,529 100,800 18,016 15,176 12,279 9,325 6,311 3,238 -32,113 -118,721
Discount Factor 1.000                     0.966             0.934             0.902             0.871             0.842             0.814             0.786             0.759             0.734             0.709             

DISCOUNTED CASHFLOW 7,801,985 197,724 180,444 93,377 87,841 15,169 12,346 9,651 7,081 4,631 2,295 -19,833 -63,316

NPV (20-Yr) 8,329,395

OPTION 3: SELL AND MOVE
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